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1. INTRODUCTION

Regenerative liquid propellant gun (RLPG) technology is sufficiently mature to allow the

testing of the first 155 mm liquid propellant gun. In support of the development of this artillery

weapon, test fixtures in 30 mm and 105 mm sizes have been built and fired. The data from all

three of these fixtures have been extensively analyzed to better understand the RLPG process. This

paper reviews the 30 mm data tor the Concept VIC configuration, the design chosen for the

155 mm gun, and examines the modeling of that system. Future papers will focus on 105 mm and

155 mm data.

The structure for the modeling effort discussed in this paper is dictated by the proposed

transition of the LP program from the Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) to the Army Research,

Development, and Engineering Center (ARDEC). The transition criteria specify that it should be

possible to demonstrate agreement between model and test data for 30 mm, 105 mm, and 155 mm,

by matching mean, filtered pressure-time data to within 5 percent in pressure lor damper, reservoir,

chamber, and bore, and by matching muzzle velocity to within 2 percent.' In addition, it was

desired to extend the modeling exercise by attempting to predict performance of different charge

sizes based on a calibration of model parameters.

This report documents the modeling of the 30 mm Concept VIC data. First, a description of

the Concept VIC fixture is given. The gun code utilized has been described in previous

publications,2 3 with modifications pertinent to the Concept VIC design described in detail in this

paper. The choice of input parameters is also described, most of which are determined from the

physical characteristics of the gun. However, some parameters cannot be determined directly and

are chosen based on empirical evidence. A series of shots, referred to as the repeatability series, is

used to meet the transition criteria and to calibrate the code. Once the baseline parameters have

been chosen, these values are used to predict the performance of different charge sizes. In general,

the predictions are reasonable.

2. THE CONCEPT VIC LIQUID PROPELLANT GUN

A d;agram of a VIC liquid propellant gun (initial position) is shown in Figure 1. The liquid

propellant (LP) in the reservoir is between the control piston and the outer injection piston. A

primer is ignited and injects hot gas into the combustion chamber. As the chamber is pressurized,

the control piston (or control rod) is pushed to the left, opening an injection vent. The outer piston

will follow the control rod, actually injecting the propellant. Figure 2 shows the gun part way

through the injection process, and Figure 3 shows the gun at the end of stroke.
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The motion of the control piston depends upon the damper assembly. After the initial seal is

broken, the liquid pressure has very little effect on this piston. There is damper fluid initially

between the transducer block and the damper rod attached to the back of the control piston. As the

control piston moves, damper fluid is forced between the rod and the extension on the transducer

block. Two flat areas are machined on the rod to control the vent area. Near the end of stroke,

the damper vent area becomes small, restricting the outflow of damper fluid and, thus, acting to

decelerate the control rod, bringing it to a gradual halt.

The injection piston will track the control rod in response to the differential pressure in the

liquid reservoir and the combustion chamber. As the piston moves close to the control rod, the

vent area will decrease, the liquid pressure will increase, and the piston will slow down. As the

piston moves further from the rod, the vent area will increase, the liquid pressure will decrease, and

the piston will accelerate.

The fixture utilized in the firings discussed in this report was designed, fabricated, and fired

under contract by General Electric (GE).

3. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The propellant in the liquid reservoir is assumed to be a homogeneous, compressible,

isothermal fluid. The mass flux out of the reservoir is computed assuming steady-state Bernoulli

flow. Similarly, the liquid in the damper is assumed to be a homogeneous, compressible,

isothermal fluid. The flow through the damper orifice is computed also assuming steady-state

Bernoulli flow.

The combustion chamber fluid is assumed to be homogeneous and stagnant. As a first

approximation, the liquid is assumed to combust instantaneously upon entering the combustion

chamber, releasing all its energy. Alternately, the liquid can be assumed to instantaneously form

droplets of a given size, which burn depending upon a pressure dependent burning law.

The primer is assumed to be the same material as the propellant. The primer gases are

injected at a steady rate over a given time period. Since actual primer gases are injected through a

long, narrow tube and show large heat losses, some percentage of the energy of the primer may be

assumed to be lost in this injection process.
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The mass flux into the gun tube is computed assuming steady-state isentropic flow. The gun

tube is modeled using a modification of the Lagrange pressure distribution.

4. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

With the above assumptions, the regenerative gun behavior can be modeled by 18 ordinary

differential equations (assuming instantaneous burning). These equations are marked using numbers

in square brackets at the left ([1] to [18]). The equations are given below for a concept VIC gun.

Only those equations that are modified from the previous report are discussed in detail.3 The

equations describe the four lumped parameter regions (liquid reservoir, combustion chamber, gun

tube, and damper), the mass flux between the regions, and the motion of the control piston, outer

piston, and projectile. For historical reasons, the reservoir is numbered 1, the chamber is numbered

3, and the gun tube is numbered 4. A concept called a reverse annular gun has an additional

region, the intermediate chamber, numbered 2. The damper region is numbered 5. If droplet

formation and combustion are assumed, the equations become considerably more complicated.

4.1 Liquid Reservoir and Outer Piston. The equation governing the volume of the liquid

reservoir is fairly complicated for the concept VIC configuration. The boundary between the liquid

reservoir and the combustion chamber is the point on the outer piston (also called the injection

piston) where the outer piston and the inner piston (also called the control rod) initially meet. This

will normally be the minimum area of the orifice. The differences in the location, s.,, and speed,

v,.y, of the two pistons are considered. Let

sM = s - S~d (1)

and

v=, = vPS - vrd, (2)

where s;, is the outer piston travel, vp, is the outer piston velocity, s,, is the control rod travel, and

v,d is the control rod velocity. The rod radii are read in as a table. At any given time step, the

relative piston travel is between two input distances, x,-, and xi, i.e., the position of the point of

minimum radius on the injection piston in the coordinate system affixed to the control rod is

between xi.1 and x, (see Figure 2). The radius of the central bolt, r, at this point is found by linear

interpolation

r + (Smv - Xi.1 ) (3)
(xi - x,.,)

6



The vent area is then given by

A, = Al - C r2 , (4)

where A, is the constant area of the opening formed by the outer piston.

The volume of the liquid reservoir can now be discussed. As the outer piston moves, the rate

of change of the volume inside this piston is given by -v, A,, where A, is the total area inside the

piston. That is, Al is the area from the center line to the inside of the injection piston, including

the area of the control piston (see Figure 1). This must be corrected by the change in the volume

of the control rod in the reservoir. As the control rod withdraws into the transducer block, the rate

of change of the volume is given by vrd Ae, where Ae is the cross-sectioral area of the control rod

at the transducer block end of the liquid reservoir. The control rod may also be moving into or

out of the reservoir at the combustion chamber end, due to the motion of the control rod relative to

the outer piston. The volume change here depends on the derivative of the radius of the rod under

the vent

dr = Vin (ri - r(5)
dt (xi - i)

After some algebra utilizing the volume of the frustum of a cone, the rate of change of the volume

due to the relative motion of the pistons is

R .drV. = -3 [v.,,(r' + r ri, + ri 2) + ( s,. - x _,)(2r + ri-) -- ]. (6)
3 dt

The equation for the rate of change of the volume of the liquid reservoir is then

[1] = -vA, + vA,+ V,. (7)
dt

The rate of change of the volume depends on the velocity of the injection piston, the velocity of

the control rod, and the relative velocity of the pistons.

7



Equations [2] artd (3] for the acceleration and travel of the outer piston are unchanged from

the previous report.3 The acceleration of the piston equals the force on the piston divided by the

mass of the piston. That is,

[2] v - N (A3- Ah- A8)" (p, + P (A,- A)], (8)
dt MPS

where A3 is the area of the combustion side of the piston, A, is the area of the grease dyke, p, is

the pressure in the liquid chamber, p3 is the pressure in the combustion chamber, and M, is the

mass of the piston. The grease dyke is the volume between the injection piston and the chamber

wall. Measurements indicate that the grease trapped in this volume has a pressure very near to the

combustion chamber pressure. So rather than including in the code a model of the grease dyke, it

is assumed to be at the pressure P3. The quantity g. = 107 g/s-cm-MPa is a conversion constant to

put the acceleration in the desired units of cm 2/s. The quantity pp, is an empirical correction to

simulate the effects of frictional resistance. The equation governing the piston travel is

[31 ds. = vP,.
dt (9)

The equations for the liquid density and pressure in the reservoir are likewise unchanged.

From conservations of mass,

[41 d,= - p1  dV - m(10)
dt V1  dt -(

where p, is the density of the liquid and M 3 is the mass flow rate out of the reservoir. The

energy equation can be written as

[51 dp =_ c 2 dp , (11)
dt g, dt

where cl is the speed of sound m the liquid.

The mass flow out of the reservoir is assumed to be steady-state Bernoulli flow

Mn3 = CD A, 4 2g, p1 (P, - p3) (12)

8



The discharge coefficient CD is an empirical correction to the equations to take into account

frictional losses.

4.2 Combustion Chamber. By analogy with equation [1], the rate of change of volume of the

combustion chamber is given by

[6] dV3 = V A 3 - V. , (13)
dt

where V3 is the volume of the combustion chamber, and A3 is the area of the combustion side of

the piston (including the central hole). The equations for the density [7] and pressure [8] are

unchanged. From conservation of mass,

dP3  P33 dV 3  M1 3 - m34 m 3  (14)[71 - = - + - + - , (4
dt V3  dt V3  V3

where P3 is the density of the gas in the combustion chamber, and m34 is the mass flux into the

gun tube; mp3 is the rate at which primer gas is injected into the chamber. The energy equation is

[8] dp 3  C3 2 dP 3  M 13 (hL - h 3) (y - I)

dt g, dt V3 - b M3  (15)

+ mp3 (el - h 3) (y- 1)

V3 - b M3

where c3 is the speed of sound in the chamber, h is the enthalpy of the liquid, h3 is the enthalpy

of the combustion chamber gas, and e, is the internal energy of the primer (assumed the same as

the liquid propellant). The internal energy. el, in this equation may be reduced to simulate heat

loss in the primer injection process.

4.3 Gun Tube and Projectile. The tube region is unaffected by the changes in the model.

The volume has the standard equation

[9] dV 4 = vv p, 4 (16)
dt

where vp, is the velocity of the projectile, and A4 is the area of the gun tube. The pressure, PR, at

the base of the projectile is obtained from a modification of the Lagrange pressure gradient. The

acceleration equation for the projectile is

9



dvP,

[101 dt (pR - p) A4 go / Mpj . (17)

As with the piston, the pressure ppj is only a resistive pressure. The projectile travel spj is given by

dspi[11] d = (18)
dt v,.

The last two differential equations are exactly analogous to the combustion chamber equations.

rhat is,

[12] dP 4 = P4 dV4 + M34  (19)
dt V4  dt V4

where p, is the space mean average density of the gas in region 4, and

[13] dp 4 = C4
2 dP4 + m3 4 (hG3 - h4) (y- 1)

dt g, dt V4 - b M4

Q (Y- 1) (20)
(1 - bp 4)

Q, represents the heat loss to the gun tube walls. The mass flow into the gun tube is derived

assuming isentropic expansion of the gas into the gun tube throat. The throat conditions are

denoted by the subscript t. The resulting equation is

vt = 4 2g. {b(P3 - P) + CeiTt [(P3 / P )t" 1]} , (21)

where v, is the gas velocity at the gun tube throat, b is the covolume of the gas, and y is the ratio

of specific heats. The actual mass flow rate into the tube is

M34 = CD' A4 pt V. (22)

The discharge coefficient CD' is as before an empirical correction for loss terms. This is usually

set to one.

10



4.4 Damper and Control Rod. The damper vent area is read in as a table of area versus

control rod travel. The vent area, A, 5, at any given time is found by interpolation. Let A, 5 be the

area of the control rod (damper end). Let A5 be the area of the hole in the block assembly. Then

the liquid area at the vent exit is

As = A, 5 - Ah5 + Av5 • (23)

This is the area that the damper pressure will act upon.

Let A. be the maximum cross-sectional area of the control rod, which corresponds to the

position of maximum radius of the control rod. Before the pistons start to move, the acceleration

on the rod is given by

[14] dvrd - go IN Ah " PI (A. - Ad - p5 AO] (24)
dt Mrd

where Mrd is the mass of the control rod, and P5 is the pressure in the damper. After the rods

separate, the liquid pressure will act on the bolt up to the vent opening. By assumption, the

transition from liquid to chamber pressure is a discontinuity at the vent. Then

[14] dVd - 90 [p3 A, + p, (A.- An)- P5 AO], (25)
dt MKd

where A, is the area of the control rod at the vent. In present designs, A, is only slightly larger

than A,,, so the liquid pressure has very little effect on the motion of the control rod. The

equation for the control rod travel is

[151 dsd = Vd. (26)
dt

The rate of change of the volume can be represented by

[16] dV5 = -v As. (27)

The above equation simply represents the liquid area at the vent end of the damper multiplied by

the control rod velocity.

11



By analogy to the liquid reservoir equations, the density equation is

[17] dp 5  - p5 dV 5 - m5  (28)
dt V5  dt V5

where P5 is the density of the damper fluid, and m5 is the mass flux out of the damper (computed

assuming steady-state Bernoulli flow). The pressure equation is

[181 dp 5 - C5
2 dP 5  (29)

dt g, dt

where c5 is the speed of sound in the liquid.

5. CODE MODIFICATIONS

A number of changes were made to the gun code to handle the Concept VIC guns. The new

subroutines added are described below, as are the major changes in the old subroutines. The

appropriate set of options is chosen by the user. The code then calls a subroutine of the same

name to implement the choice.

5.1 VENT4. This option is for a VIC type outer piston and control rod injector. A table of

control rod radius versus relative piston travel is read in. The area of the hole in the outer piston

and the grease dyke is read in. The weight of the control rod is input.

The subroutine, VENT4, then computes at each time step the vent area, the time rate of

change of the reservoir and chamber volumes, and the acceleration of the outer piston and the

control rod. A damper option must also be chosen to obtain the parameters for the forces on the

damper side of the control rod.

5.2 BUFF2. This option was originally designed for a Concept VIA gun in which only ihe

outer piston moved, and the damper (or buffer) slowed the piston at the end of stroke. The option

was generalized to include the VIC gun in which the damper pressure acts on the inner piston

during the entire injection cycle. The damping fluid is usually water or Brayco 783.

The area of the control rod (damper side) and the area of the opening formed by the bushing

on the transducer block are read in. If the constant hole area is greater than zero, a VIC fixture is

12



assumed. A discharge coefficient, which is assumed to be constant throughout the firing cycle, is

input. The initial volume and pressure of the damper, as well as the pressure of the region that the

damper will be injecting into, are input. For the VIC gun, these two pressures are the same. The

density at atmospheric pressure, the bulk modulus, and the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus

are given. Since there have been concerns about ullage in the damper, it is possible to specify that

some part of the initial volume is gas. Finally, the vent area as a function of control rod travel is

specified.

At any given time step, the subroutine computes the vent area, the liquid area at the vent, and

the sound speed. The actual time derivatives for the damper volume, density, and pressure are in

the routines FDROP1 (instantaneous burning) or FDROP2 (droplet burning).

In this fixture, there is a small hole drilled in the damper to help relieve initial ullage. The

area of this hole is also read in and added to the annular vent area around the bolt when the mass

flux out of the damper is computed.

5.3 1 . There is an option to use experimental values for the damper pressure rather

than to compute the pressure. This is similar to the option CHAM2 for chamber pressure. The

purpose is to use the experimental values for boundary' conditions and determine if the piston

motion submodel then will agree with the experiment.

5.4 BUFF4. The time derivative of the damper pressure, rather than the pressure itself, is

read in. The time derivative is found numerically. These values then override the time derivatives

computed by the above set of equations. This is more stable than the BUFF3 option and usually

runs faster, although the results are the same.

5.5 CHAM3. The CHAM2 option used the experimental chamber pressure as a boundary

condition. This new option reads in the time derivative profile of the experimental chamber

pressure instead. As in the damper options, this leads to a decrease in the run time for the code.

5.6 PRIM3. This option has been modified to include a heat loss fraction. Since the primer

gas is normally injected through a long, narrow tube, heat loss can be substantial. Previously, this

was taken into account simply by using less primer. Instead, the chemical energy of the primer is

now multiplied by a heat loss fraction. This allows the proper mass to be injected while still

adjusting the pressure caused by the primer.
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5.7 DROP4. The droplet size previously was allowed to vary with the piston travel

(DROP3). But for the VIC gun, injection is more complicated and depends on the motion of both

pistons. Instead, the droplet size can be read in as a function of maximum chamber pressure.

After the chamber pressure reaches its maximum and starts to decrease, the droplet diameter will

remain at its last size.

6. 30 MM CONCEPT VIC DATA

The 30 mm Concept VIC RLPG was tested using LGP1846 to evaluate the concept's

performance using different charge lengths and initial chamber volumes in preparation for

implementing the concept in a 155 mm RLPG.' Three different configurations were tested:

(i) 94 cc liquid propellant charge and 280 cc initial combustion chamber volume; (2) 94 cc liquid

propellant charge and 747 cc initial combustion chamber volume; and (3) 230 cc liquid propellant

charge and 500 cc initial combustion chamber volume. Projectile weights ranged from 679 g to

682 g. The igniter used was IMR 4350 solid propellant and an M52 primer cap. A brief summary

of the main test series is given in Table 1. Only the cases in which the same configuration was

fired successfully in a series of shots are given. The average muzzle velocity for the series is

given, along with the standard deviation (S.D.) in muzzle velocity. The last test series (tests 39,

42-49, and 51) is referred to as the repeatability series.

TABLE 1. 30 mm Concept VIC Test Results.

Liquid volume, Chamber volume, Velocity, S.D.,
Test cc cc m/s %

12-17 94 280 622.0 0.72

18-23 94 747 546.5 1.17

28-29, 31-38 230 500 773.0 0.50

39, 42-49, 51 230 500 776.0 0.39

Care was taken in the repeatability series to isolate the variations in gun performance from the

variations in propellant lots and projectile weightv. The propellant used throughout the series was

taken from the same lot, and the projectiles, except for the last test, weighed within 0.16 g of each

other. No hardware changes were made that would alter the ballistic performance of the gun. The

results indicate excellent repeatability in muzzle velocity.
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In general, GE concluded that the Concept VIC, 30 mm RLPG demonstrated excellent

performance, and the VIC concept has the potential for providing excellent performance in the

155 nun RLPG. The hardware was in good condition at the completion of the tests. The same

outer and inner pistons were used in all of the tests performed.

7. GE 30 MM GUN FIXTURE - BASELINE

The best characterized 30 mm Concept VIC experiments are the medium charge repeatability

tests (shots 39-51). The mean muzzle velocity for this series of tests is 776 m/s with a standard

deviation of 0.39 percent. Although the muzzle velocity repeatability is good, the pressure

measurements show inaccuracies. The chamber pressure for two shots at two gauge locations is

shown in Figure 4. The gauge locations are in the same plane near the front of the combustion

chamber, and the pressures should be nearly the same, particularly since the muzzle velocity for the

two shots is almost identical. Figure 5 shows a similar picture for the liquid pressure for the same

two shots from gauges in the same plane. It appears that there are calibration problems with the

gauges, and the actual maximum pressures are not known.

Figure 6 compares the damper pressures for the two shots. There is only one gauge in the

damper area, and the agreement is better than for the liquid and chamber pressures. Figure 7

shows the travel for the control rod and the outer piston, and the agreement here is good.

Moreover, the piston travel is measured directly with an optron, and the measured end of stroke

agrees very well with the actual stroke of the hardware.

For this particular shot, the radar signal was digitized at a rate twice as fast as the other data.

The data window received at BRL did not show the radar trace for the entire firing cycle, and only

the first part of the projectile travel could be derived (see below). However, other complete radar

traces have shown radar dropout at several points through the cycle. Normally, only the beginning

of the projectile travel can be recovered, so the partial loss of data is not considered important.

Most of the parameters for the gun code are based on physical measurements of the gun

fixture or known propellant or damper fluid properties (Appendix A). However, some of the

parameters cannot be predicted, and the values must be selected based on the experimental data.

One parameter that has been studied in the past is the discharge coefficient for the flow out of the

liquid reservoir. This can be derived from the experimental chamber and liquid pressures and the

experimental piston travels using an inverse code.56 The higher of the pressure profiles for each

round shown in Figure 4 was used to determine the discharge coefficient (see below). When the
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vent area changes rapidly, as is the case here, it is clearer to represent the results in terms of

effective area (discharge coefficient times vent area).7 Figure 8 shows the results for shots 51 and

48.

The solid line represents the physical vent area. The area of the control rod under the outer

piston opening can be calculated, knowing the difference in the piston travels. This profile is very

noisy near time zero. The outer piston originally rests on a slanted section of the control rod

extending about 0.05 cm past the initial piston position. Small errors in either piston travel will

then generate a noticeable vent area before the pistons have actually moved. Once piston motion

really begins, the outer piston rapidly moves over a flat section on the control rod that is 0.25 cm

long. After this section, the outer piston is over another slanted section until the end of stroke.

The noise in the piston travels is amplified in the physical area profile.

The effective area actually becomes larger than the physical area just after 4.0 ms. This is

possible for unsteady flow. If the outer piston is decelerating, the flow may be above the steady-

state value due to inertia. However, at this point, the piston is still accelerating. The phenomena

must then be related to some error in the experimental data. At this point there is a reduction in

the physical area which has no obvious explanation. This could be due to a small error in either

piston travel. The area change between the first area peak (1.63 cm 2) and the subsequent minimum

(1.51 cm 2) is caused by a change in piston separation of only 0.066 cm. The other possibility is

an error in the pressure measurements. A pressure difference of another 10 MPa between the liquid

reservoir and the combustion chamber would reduce the discharge coefficient to one. The

experimental pressure curves do have large uncertainties. However, this additional pressure

difference would lead to a pressure ratio well above the hydraulic difference, which seems less

likely than the occurrence of very small errors in the piston travels. Due to the experimental

uncertainties, the results must be seen as more qualitative than quantitative.

The effective area is very close to the actual area throughout the firing cycle, indicating that

the flow losses are small. A value of 0.95 is chosen as the discharge coefficient. One-dimensional

modeling indicates that this is a good approximation.!

A similar analysis can be conducted for the damper flow (Figure 9). After some initial noise,

the effective area is well below the actual area, indicating major flow losses. This is reasonable,

since the flow is past a sharp comer. Moreover, part of the flow is through a circular hole in the

damper region. This has been drilled to reduce initial gas contamination in the damper. A small

circular hole is expected to have a small discharge coefficient. This will be a minor effect until
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near the end of the firing cycle, when the hole area is about one-fifth the size of the annular vent

around the bolt. The discharge coefficient itself shows a general trend toward smaller values near

the end of the firing cycle. It is preferable to use a constant value for the discharge coefficient

rather than a profile that changes with time. Therefore, initially an attempt was made to use a

constant discharge coefficient. Values. between 0.6 and 0.8 seem reasonable.

The ability to use the experimental chamber pressure as a boundary condition was found to be

a useful option in the gun code. This allows a check on the piston motion and injection process

without having to consider the combustion process. For similar reasons, options were added to read

in the experimental damper pressure as a boundary condition (see BUFF3 and BUFF4 options,

above).

The code was run using experimental values for both the chamber pressure and the damper

pressure. However, the resulting piston travels did not match the experimental travels. The pistons

moved much faster in the model run. The problem appears to be that the chamber and damper

pressures are closely linked. As the chamber pressure rises, it accelerates the control rod, which

raises the damper pressure. This slows down the rod. But when experimental values were used for

both pressures, this feedback was lost. Since the pressures are not totally accurate, this was enough

to distort the piston travels. Instead, the code was run using only the experimental chamber

pressure F30. The damper pressure was predicted by the code. Three different choices for the

discharge coefficient out of the damper were made (Figures 10 and 11).

The early damper pressure predicted by the model is different than that in the experimental

profile. Moreover, it is almost independent of the choice of discharge coefficient. As the discharge

coefficient out of the damper is raised, the control rod moves more rapidly, and keeps the damper

pressure up. A discharge coefficient of 0.7 gives a control rod travel that matches the experimental

inner piston travel almost exactly. Since only the control rod motion effects the performance of the

gun, this agreement is considered satisfactory.

The code was also run using the lower experimental pressure F120 as a boundary condition

(Figures 12 and 13). In this case, the model reproduces the early damper pressure more accurately.

Nevertheless, the disagreement in the damper pressures is disturbing. However, since a

relatively small change in the chamber pressure leads to a large change in the damper pressure, and

since the chamber pressure is not known accurately, this really cannot be examined further. The

present, steady-state, Bernoulli flow model with a discharge coefficient of 0.7 is considered an

adequate representation.
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The shot start pressure is another important parameter. In the model, the resistance pressure

equals the shot start pressure for a distance of one-and-a-half times the length of the engraving

band.9 At this point, the resistance pressure drops off rapidly to a much lower value due to

friction. A first estimate of the frictional resistance pressure is 1 percent of the maximum chamber

pressure. 9 A value of 2.5 MPa is used in the model.

GE estimates the shot start pressure by looking at the point where the radar trace first shows

movement. It estimates a value of 24 MPa for round 51. However, the early projectile motion

does not show up well on the radar, and this number is uncertain. Instead, the code is run using

the experimental chamber pressure as a boundary condition. The shot start pressure is adjusted

until the model matches the early projectile travel.

If the higher pressure F30 is used as a boundary condition, a shot start of 30 MPa represents

the early projectile travel almost exactly. The code now predicts a muzzle velocity of 793 ms.

This is only slightly higher than the experimental value of 776 ins. If the lower gauge pressure

(F120) is used instead, the shot start pressure becomes 24 MPa. This is apparently the profile that

GE used in determining the shot start pressure. The muzzle velocity becomes 741 ms. For this

reason, the higher pressure is considered to be more accurate.

To remove the reliance on the experimental pressure, the primer model must be set. The

experimental primer was adjusted so that the primer provided a chamber pressure rise of about

7 MPa/ms for about 3 nis during water shots. Therefore, the primer was assumed to be injected

over a period of 3 ms. The default value of 50 percent heat loss was used. This gives

approximately the correct chamber pressure in the absence of liquid propellant combustion in the

model.

The remaining element is the combustion chamber model. The simplest approximation is to

assume that the liquid combusts instantaneously as it enters the chamber. Results for this model

are shown in Figures 14 and 15. A shot start pressure of 30 MPa was used. The pressure rises

early, causing the pistons to move too rapidly. In earlier studies,3 the instantaneous burning option

led to pressures higher than the experimental values. Here, the maximum pressure is substantially

lower. This indicates that accumulation is important. During the ignition delay, unburnt liquid will

accumulate in the chamber. When the injected propellant ignites, it bums off rapidly, leading to a

maximum chamber pressure that is higher than predicted using the instantaneous burning option.

The predicted muzzle velocity assuming instantaneous combustion is 767 m/s. If the alternate shot

start pressure of 24 MPa is used instead, the calculated muzzle velocity is 759 m/s.
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These results imply the need for a finite rate combustion model. It is assumed that, as the

propellant jet enters the combustion chamber, it breaks up into droplets. The number and size of

the droplets define a surface area for propellant combustion, and all droplets bum according to a

pressure dependent, linear surface regression law that is derived from experimental strand burner

data.10"' For simplicity, it is assumed that the droplets all have the same diarneter at any given

time and that the total liquid surface area is conserved (i.e., the Sauter mean diameter is utilized).

Previously, the droplet diameter has been read in as a function of piston travel.2'3 However, in this

case, the difference in piston travel is as important as the absolute travel. Thus, an option was

added to enter the droplet diameter as a function of chamber pressure.

The liquid accumulation and the droplet mean diameter can also be derived from the inverse

code. However, approximations must be made, and the results are even less accurate than the

discharge coefficient derivations. Figure 16 shows the derived liquid accumulation and Figure 17

the corresponding droplet mean diameter (solid lines). Figure 17 also shows the profile finally

chosen for the droplet model (dotted line), and Figure 16 shows the corresponding accumulation

predicted by the gun code. The reasons that the profile derived by the inverse code was not

adequate are discussed below. The droplet profile was in practice chosen by trial and error until

the code resu!ts matched the chamber pressure profile. The droplet diameters were constrained to

decrease over the course of the firing cycle. It proved very difficult to match the larger pressure

profile F30 but straightforward to match the lower pressure profile F120. For this reason, the shot-

start value of 24 MPa associated with the lower experimental chamber pressure was used in the

model. The projectile resistance pressure was increased from 2.5 MPa to 3.5 MPa to obtain the

experimental muzzle velocity of 776 m/s exactly. The appendix shows the input job stream for the

droplet model and the summary output page. Table 2 shows the particular droplet profile used.

Figures 18 through 22 compare the final model with the experimental values. The model

follows the lower pressure curve F120 very closely up to peak pressure. At this point, the

experimental pressure drops much more rapidly than does the model. Even if combustion is shut

off, the model cannot produce this rapia pressure drop. However, GE has reported problems with

pressure gauges. After peak pressure, if the gauges become hot, the measured pressure will be low.

This may account for the rapid pressure drop recorded at the gauge F120. The liquid pressure is

close to the lower experimental pressures. The calculated damper pressure shows rough agreement

with experiment. The flow out of the damper is probably more complicated than steady-state

Bernoulli flow with a constant discharge coefficient. However, the piston travels are now very

accurate, which is what is required to match the gun performance. The projectile travel matches

the available experimental data well.
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TABLE 2. Round 51 Mean Droplet Diameter Profile.

Chamber pressure, Droplet diameter,
MPa .
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Figure 18. Chamber Pressure - Round 51 (line). Model With Droplet Burning (dot).
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Now suppose that our droplet profile is taken directly from the inverse code calculations

(Figure 17, solid line). The resulting chamber pressure profile is shown in Figure 23. The model

pressure increases more rapidly than do the experimental curves.

However, this does not necessarily indicate an error in the inverse code. In fact, at early

times, the liquid propellant sheet is very thin, and one would expect small droplets. Thcre are

other effects, as well, that could cause a delay in the pressure rise.

Consider instead the effect of varying the discharge coefficient out of the reservoir. Since the

liquid is prepressurized, at the start of the firing cycle the liquid pressure is 35 times higher than

the chamber pressure. This is far from steady-state conditions. The flow could easily be less

efficient than predicted by the steady-state Bernoulli equation. So the discharge coefficient was set

to 0.5 over the first 0.3 cm of outer piston travel and then increased to 0.95 after 0.5 cm of piston

travel. Figure 24 shows the result. The chamber pressure now shows very good agreement with

experiment.

Another possibility concerns the primer model. The primer is assumed to inject gas at a

constant rate over the first 3.0 ms. During this time, the primer injects almost as much mass as

does the reservoir. Previously, it was assumed that 50 percent of the energy of the primer was

lost. If 60 percent is assumed lost instead, this will delay the chamber pressure rise substantially.

Figure 25 shows the chamber pressure for this primer model, using an inverse droplet model and a

constant discharge coefficient of 0.95. The agreement is not as good as that in Figure 24 but is

much improved over the original inverse model in Figure 23.

Due to the sensitivity of the chamber pressure at early times to small changes in energy

release, we are unable to determine the source of the discrepancy between model and experiment.

However, it is felt that the most likely explanation is in fact a smaller discharge coefficient.

Figure 21 shows that the model piston travels are slightly faster than those of the experimental

values. For best agreement, the model piston motion should be slowed down slightly. This can be

done most easily by lowering the discharge coefficient. However, this could also be done indirectly

by changing the damper model.

Because of these uncertainties, our original droplet model will be retained for the present as

the simplest approximation to the data. It is noted that the actual droplet sizes used in the model

may have no physical significance. However, we are attempting to address this issue in ongoing

research efforts.
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8. GE 30 MM GUN FIXTURE - OTHER CONFIGURATIONS

Since a match was obtained with experimental data in the repeatability series (medium charge,

230 cc liquid propellant) it was of interest to determine if the model could be used in a predictive

mode for the two other configurations of liquid volume and initial combustion chamber volume.

Shots 12 to 23 were made with a short propellant charge (94 cc liquid charge and 1.41 inch stroke)

with two different initial chamber volumes (280 cc and 747 cc). The fixture has not been fired

with a full charge. The changes in gun dimensions were made in the code. The discharge

coefficients and the droplet distribution were left unchanged. After shot 27, the engraving band on

the projectile was redesigned, causing a change in shot start pressure. The shot start pressures used

are those recorded by GE from the radar data.4

Shots 12 through 17 were made with the same configuration. The mean muzzle velocity was

622 m/s with a standard deviation of 0.72 percent. Table 3 shows the differences between this

series of shots and the medium charge series. There is much less liquid propellant being injected

into a smaller chamber. The primer mass is reduced because of the smaller initial chamber volume.

The change in the engraving band caused a higher shot start pressure. The damper volume was

smaller. A different bolt was attached to the back of the control rod, creating a different damper

vent area profile (see Figure 26).
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TABLE 3. Differences Between Shot 51 and Shot 15.

Initial Initial Shot Initial
Piston liquid chamber start Premier damper
stroke, volume, volume, pressure, mass, volume,

in cc cc MPa g cc

Shot 51 3.5 232.9 500.0 24.0 29.0 57.1

Shot 15 1.41 93.8 280.0 33.3 15.5 28.6

Note: Differences in damper vent table are shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26. Damper Vent Area vs. Control Rod Travel. Round 51 (ine). Round 15 (dot).
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A second series of shots (see Table 4) was made with a much larger chamber (shots 18-23).

The stroke was intended to be the same, but in practice the transducer block was pushed forward,

causing a slightly shorter stroke. The muzzle velocity was 547 m/s with a standard deviation of

1.17 percent.

These two cases were simulated using the model described above. Table 5 shows the resulting

muzzle velocities. The agreement between the experiment and the model is very good.

Unfortunately, there is not very good agreement with the pressure profiles (see Figures 27 and

28). In particular, the experiments show an earlier pressure rise than do the model profiles. There

is less accumulation in the two short charge cases than there is in the medium charge series. This

can be explained in terms of the new damper profile. The damper vent area is very small at the

start of the firing cycle. As a result, the control rod moves slowly, and the reservoir vent area also

stays small (see Figure 29). Since the liquid is now injected in a thinner sheet, it breaks up and

bums more efficiently.

An earlier presentation was made of the above results. 12 There have been several minor

changes in the model since that time. The main difference was in the attempt to predict the

performance of the short charge firings. The round 51 shot start was used, instead of the shot start

appropriate to the earlier engraving band. The predicted muzzle velocities and maximum chamber

pressures were both smaller. This caused better agreement with the experimental chamber pressure

and worse agreement with the experimental muzzle velocities.

The shot start pressure is an important parameter. If the shot start pressure is increased, both

the maximum chamber pressure and the muzzle velocity will increase. In this case, changes in the

shot start pressure can cause good agreement in maximum chamber pressure or in muzzle velocity,

but not in both.

9. FURTHER MODELING - SHORT CHARGE

The parameters derived in the baseline study are adequate for predicting the performance of the

gun with the short charge. However, it was felt that differences between the values used in the

predictive mode and the values required to more accurately represent the experimental data may

better illuminate the physics. Thus, new values for the experimental parameters are derived for the

short charge firings.
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TABLE 4. Differences Between Shot 15 and Shot 22.

Initial Initial Shot
Piston liquid chamber start Primer
stroke, volume, volume, pressure, mass,

in cc cc MPa g

Shot 15 1.41 93.8 280.0 33.3 15.5

Shot 21 1.36 90.4 747.0 31.3 36.0

TABLE 5. Muzzle Velocities.

Round Experimental Model Percent Difference

51 776 776 0.0

15 622 624 0.3

22 547 543 -0.7
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Figure 27. Chamber Pressure - Round 15 (line), Model With Round 51 Droplet Profile (dot).
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Figure 28. Chamber Pressure -Round 22 (line). Model With Round 51 Droplet Profile (dot).
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Figure 29. Reservoir Vent Area vs. Control Rod Travel. Round 51 (line). Round 15 (dot).
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Typically the discharge coefficients are rederived first, since neither the reservoir nor the

d.pc,r i chrc cocfficlents :at, be iieasurcd direcuiy. Uafortunatwly, dhe pi~lua uavels for die

early shots were recorded using a double-headed optron later found to be very inaccurate. Thus,

the recorded piston travels are not useful, and discharge coefficients cannot be extracted from the

data. Instead, only the droplet diameter profile is readjusted (Table 6). This is varied to obtain a

reasonable agreement for the Round 15 chamber pressure. Figures 30 and 31 show the results.

The agreement in pressure is quite good. The same droplet profile is used for the large chamber

tests (Figures 32 and 33). The agreement is still good. The same parameters can be used for both

the short charge sets of tests. However, the corresponding muzzle velocities are in poorer

agreement with experimental data, as shown in Table 7. The cause of the discrepancy is not

known, but the most likely explanation is a change in the discharge coefficient for the flow out of

the damper.

10. DISCUSSION

One long-term goal is to be able to predict the performance of a gun design. In Section 7,

excellent agreement was demonstrated between the model and the experimental data. This is

reassuring, considering the simplicity of the physics in the model. However, several model

parameters were derived from the experimental data. In this section, we will discuss the

uncertainties in the derived parameters and the prospects for using this data to model new gun

designs.

The primary difficulty in deriving parameters is the error in the chamber pressure

measurements. There are calibration problems with the gauges, as well as gauge drift due to

heating after peak pressure. Since all of the derived parameters depend heavily on the chamber

pressure, this is a major potential source of uncertainty in the analysis.

The discharge coefficient out of the reservoir was set at a constant value of 0.95. This is

reasonable for high-speed flow with no major losses. Preliminary work on other VIC guns

indicates that this is a very good approximation for the larger caliber guns as well as for the

30 mm fixture. If the piston is redesigned with sharper comers, such that flow separation becomes

more likely, this approximation must be reassessed. We also note that analyses presented in this

paper indicate that the discharge coefficient is smaller than 0.95 at very early times in the ballistic

cycle.
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TABLE 6. Round 15 Mean Droplet Diameter Profile.

Chamber pressure, Droplet diameter,

MPa p.

0 75

50 75

75 10

125 10

150 1

200.0
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1o 00.0 -
L

L
OD
(0

.50.0-

0.0

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

t~me (ms)

Figure 30. Chamber Pressure - Round 15 aline). Model With Droplet Burning (dof}.
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Figure 31. Damper Pressure - Round 15 (line). Model With Droplet Burning (dot).
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Figure 32. Chamber Pressure - Round 22 (line), Model With Round 15 Droplet Profile (dot).
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Fig-are 33. Damper Pressure - Round 22 (line). Model With Round 15 Droplet Profile (dot).

TABLE 7. Comparison of Experimental and Simulated Muzzle Velocities
with Improved Droplet Diameter Profile.

Round Experimental Model Percent Difference

15 622 610 -1.9

22 547 535 -2.2
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The discharge coefficient out of the damper is more complicated. Flow here is through a

smaller vent with a sharp corner across a larger pressure difference. Assuming a constant discharge

coefficient is a reasonable approximation, but the flow is actually more complicated, especially near

the end of the stroke. At present, we have not developed a method of estimating the discharge

coefficient. It must be derived from experimental data for a particular damper design.

The parameters for the primer model are generated by analyzing data from a water shot, in

which water, rather than liquid propellant, is initially placed in the reservoir. However, it is not

really known how the early combustion of the propellant will effect th: primer injection. A more

detailed primer injection model may be required.

The engraving band on the projectile was redesigned partially to obtain a more reproducible

shot start pressure. Nevertheless, GE reported shot start pressures between 21.3 MPa and 26.5 MPa

for shots 28 through 51. It is unknown how much of this variation is due to actual changes in the

shot start pressure and how much is due to errors in the chamber pressure measurements. Data

must be obtained for a given projectile design to obtain an estimate of the shot start pressure.

The droplet model is the most complicated parameter. Since the mean droplet diameter is

allowed to vary with pressure, this can compensate for some errors in the other parameters.

However, the droplet profile does offer only limited leverage. In earlier simulations, when incorrect

values for some of the physical parameters (i.e., design parameters) were used, it proved impossible

to match the chamber pressure by any adjustments in the droplet profile.

We plan to try to correlate the droplet diameter with other physical parameters in the code

(i.e., gas density, jet velocity, injection gap) to try to obtain a predictive model for jet breakup and

droplet formation. This requires a knowledge of the sensitivity of the droplet profile to changes in

other parameters. We have already seen that the early droplet diameter depends heavily on the

values chosen for the reservoir discharge coefficient and the primer injection model.

In order to assess the sensitivity of droplet diameter to other derived parameters, a simple

study was performed. Our derived parameters were varied one at a time, and the droplet profile

was rederived to obtain close agreement with the original chamber pressure curve and the

experimental muzzle velocity. The five resulting simulations are:

A. The baseline round 51 droplet model.

B. The reservoir discharge coefficient was changed from 0.95 to 0.90.
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C. The damper discharge coefficient was changed from 0.70 to 0.80.

D. The shot start pressure was changed from 24 MPa to 30 MPa.

E. The primer injection time was changed from 3.0 ms to 4.0 ms.

Table 8 shows the resulting droplet profiles. Predicted muzzle velocities are also given in this

table. It proved impossible to match the muzzle velocity in all cases while remaining close to the

desired chamber pressure, leaving all other input values fixed. Figure 34 shows the chamber

pressure profiles for the five cases.

The change in the reservoir discharge coefficient had the least effect. However, the droplet

diameter had to be made smaller at high pressures to obtain the same maximum pressure and

muzzle velocity. Since the liquid was injected more slowly, more efficient combustion was

required.

The change in the damper discharge coefficient caused a major change. If the early pressure

curve was matched, it proved impossible to stop the pressure rise at the proper level. Even with

much larger droplets, the predicted muzzle velocity was much too high.

The change in shot start was less dramatic but did require a larger drop size. If the proper

peak pressure was obtained, the predicted muzzle velocity increased slightly.

Changing the primer injection model had the most dramatic result. It proved impossible to

track even the shape of the pressure curve at the point of rapid pressure rise near 4.0 ms. Also,

the desired muzzle velocity could not be obtained.

These results are somewhat mixed. The good agreement obtained in the earlier sections does

not appear to be simple curve fitting. The chamber pressure profile and muzzle velocity can only

be reproduced for a limited set of parameter values.

On the other hand, the droplet profile derived is not unique. Fairly small changes in the other

parameters can lead to large changes in the dmplet diameter profile. This must be kept in mind

when looking for correlations for the droplet sizes.
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TABLE 8. Sensitivity of the Droplet Profile to the Other Derived Parameters.

Pressure,
MPa A B C D E

0 500 500 500 500 100

25 500 500 500 500 190

50 80 75 100 80 100

100 30 25 50 40 20

150 8 5 25 20 5

200 5 1 25 20 1

vm 776 776 789 780 771
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- 200.0 /
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0.0

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

tI.me (ms)

Figure 34. Baseline Round 51 Droplet Model (line). C, - Reservoir = 0.90 (dot). CD - Damper =

0.80 (dash). Shot Start = 30 MPa (dot-dash). Injection Time = 4.0 ms. (long dash).
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11. CONCLUSIONS

A model has been developed for the Concept VIC regenerative liquid propellant gun that

incorporates the major features of the gun in a lumped parameter form. Most of the needed

parameters are physical dimensions and properties that can be chosen without reference to

experimental data. However, parameters that must be benchmarked from a study of the data are

the discharge coefficient out of the reservoir, the discharge coefficient out of the damper, the shot

start pressure, the primer injection time scale and heat loss factor, and the droplet diameter profile.

A constant discharge coefficient of 0.95 for the reservoir, and 0.70 for the damper, works well for

all of the 30 mm firings studied (assuming steady-state Bernoulli flow). The droplet diameter

profile should be changed, depending upon the damper profile. The short charge length firings

have a much smaller damper exit area leading to a smaller reservoir exit area, which strongly

affects the liquid accumulation.

The model is able to match experimental data from the 30 mm Concept VIC RLPG using

reasonable values for parameters that cannot be measured. Using the model in a predictive mode

with parameters determined from a benchmark case, configurations in which the charge size and

initial combustion chamber volume have been substanti-Uy changed are modeled reasonably well.

The performance of the model can be enhanced by taking into account changes in the liquid

propellant sheet thickness in the droplet diameter profile.
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APPENDIX:

INPUT PARAMETERS FOR BASELINE MODEL
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LNTE-rIONALLY LEFT BLAK.
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Below is a listing of the job stream for the baseline model (Round 51 - droplet burning). The

numbers and labels at the left are read in by the code. The comments at the right are for

identification by the user and do not effect the actual code. Following is the summary sheet from

the output file. A description of the input and a brief description of the source for the input

variables are given first.

The first line is merely a label. It lists the filename of the input job stream and a brief

description of the problem.

The initial offset of the projectile and the total distance traveled by the projectile before

muzzle exit are given. The diameter of the gun tube is given. The projectile and piston weights

are entered (measured by GE). The actual projectile weight does vary a few grams from shot to

shot. This variation is not important, and the nominal value is used.

The initial volume of the liquid reservoir is given. GE reports a volume of 230 cc and a

piston stroke of 8.89 cm. The nominal liquid volume is raised slightly to match the piston stroke.

The initial gas volume is as reported by GE. The initial areas of the reservoir (including control

rod) and chamber are derived from the engineering drawings.

The VENT4 option is chosen (VIC gun). The control rod radius versus relative piston motion

is gotten from the drawings. The zero point is where the outer piston and control rod first fit

together. The positive direction is to the left (direction of the piston stroke). In this case only the

parts of the control rod to the right (negative direction) are relevant, since the outer piston cannot

move to the left with respect to the control rod. The area of the hole in the outer piston is

computed from the engineering drawings. There is no grease dyke on this piston.

The piston resistance is set to zero, since this is not usually large enough to be important.

The discharge coefficient into the chamber is set at a constant 0.95 (see section 7). The discharge

coefficient into the gun tube is set equal to one (no losses).

The flow into the chamber is modeled as steady state Bernoulli flow (FLUX1). There is only

one vent hole. The piston thickness is irrelevant for this option. The flow into the gun tube is

steady state isentropic flow, assuming the more complicated gun tube pressure gradient model

(FLUX2).
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The shot start is taken as 24 MPa. The shot start pressure is applied over a distance of

0.468 in = 1.19 cm (one and a half times the length of the engraving band) and then rapidly dies

down. After shot start the resistance pressure is taken as 3.5 MPa.

Next the physical properties of the propellant HAN1846 are given.

The liquid is pre-pressurized to 3.5 MPa. The initial chamber pressure is one atmosphere.

The droplet diameter is read in as a function of chamber pressure (DROP4). The burning rate

is read as a two part function. There is some evidence that there is a break in the slope of the

burning rte just under 100 MPa. However, since the rate at higher than 100 MPa is not known,

the rate that was measured for lower pressures is used. The code does allow a two part burning

rate to be entered. The droplet diameter table has been chosen to match the chamber pressure.

However, the final minimum droplet diameter was chosen to match the experimental muzzle

velocity.

The prmer is injected in the form of hot gas (PRIM3). The actual primer mass is 29 g. The

primer has been adjusted so that the chamber pressure will increase at a rate of 7 MPa/ms for

about 3 ms. The injection time is taken as 3.0 ms. The default heat loss of 50 percent is used.

This gives about the right chamber pressure if the gun code is run without combustion (very large

droplets).

The default models for the heat loss to the gun tube and the air shock are used. Heat loss to

the combustion chamber walls is ignored.

The most complicated Lagrange model (TUBE4) is chosen. The model will take into account

the rarefaction wave after burnout of the propellant.

The damper or buffer model is chosen (BUFF2). These areas of the damper side of the

control rod and the hole in the block are from the engineering drawings. The area of the 1/32 in

diameter hole drilled into the damper is taken into account. The discharge coefficient is set equal

to 0.70 (see section 7). The initial volume is estimated from the drawings. The damper is

originally pressurized to 0.34 MPa to reduce ullage. The damper fluid is water, which has a

density of 1.0 g/cc. The bulk modulus and the derivative of the bulk modulus with respect to

pressure were derived from data in a report by Constantino.
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The vent area is given as a function of control rod travel. The bolt on the back of the control

rod has been cut to make this vent. Two flat surfaces are cut on opposite sides of the bolt. The

engineering drawings give the depth of the cut versus the rod travel. From this information the

actual vent area was computed.

The code will print out results every 0.1 ms (TINC). Because the code must often change the

time step, it is more efficient to restrict the maximum time step (HTOP). The error controls EPS

and SREC are given typical values.

The integration method flag MF is set to 22 (backwards differentiation formulas with an

intemally computed Jacobian). KWRITE is set to zero to eliminate diagnostic messages. A time

limit of TMAX is set. If the code takes longer than TMAX seconds to execute, the code will stop

gracefully and write the usual summary pages.

The code is only to be integrated once (REPI) and the chamber pressure will be computed

normally (CHAMI).
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dt5l - VIC - medium charge - Drop - cd-0.95 - cd5-0.70
0.0 226. offset proj travel
3.0 gun tube diameter
682. proj weight

2540. piston weight
232.9 500. vl v3
33.781 45.513 al a3

vent4 moving central bolt
23 bolt radius versus piston travel

-2.4308 1.2497
-0.5588 1.6129
-0.5309 1.6180
-0.5055 1.6231
-0.4801 1.6256
-0.4547 1.6307
-0.4039 1.6332
-0.3531 1.6383
-0.3023 1.6383
-0.0508 1.6383
0.0000 1.6637
0.3912 1.8593
0.4039 1.8593
0.4293 1.7374
0.4547 1.6916
0.4801 1.6586
0.5055 1.6332
0.5309 1.6129
0.5563 1.5951
0.6071 1.5723
0.6579 1.5596
0.7087 1.5545
38.1000 1.5545

8.696 .0 ahole agres
1530. rodwt

pisl piston resistance
2
0.0 0.0
1.0 0.0

disl dis. coeff. versus piston travel
2
0.0 .95
1.0 .95

disl dis. coeff. vs. proj ":rp-el - tube
2
0.0 1.0

226.00 1.0
fluxl steady state mass flux formulation

1 1.0 nvo pth
flux2 isentropic flow into tube

projl proj resistance
4

0.0 24.
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1.19 24.
1.20 3.5

226.00 3.5
1.43 5350.0 9.11 rhO kl k2
4035.5 1.2226 energy gamma

66.9 .04988 surface tension kinematic viscosity
22.848 .677 mol wt gas covolume
3.5 0.1 pl p3

drop4 droplets
0.01 95.2590 ddr pbr
1.64 .103 adrl bdrl
1.64 .103 adrl bdrl
7
0.0 .0500
25.0 .0500
50.0 .0080

100.0 .0030
150.0 .0008
200.0 .0005

1000.0 .no05
prim3 inject hot gas

29.0 0.003 0.5 primer mass injection time heat loss
heatl no heat loss to chamber walls
heat2 heat loss to gun tube walls

300.0 1.0 tube temp fudge factor
shock2 air shock

0.1 300. airp airt
1.4 28.84 airgam airmw

tube4 unsteady lagrange distribution
burn
buff2 buffer - water

7.591 2.526 .0049 apis ahole acir
.70 cd5

57.1 v5
.34 .34 p5 pout5

1.0 2137. 8.99 rhO kl k2
0.0 1.4 0.727 0.0 eps5 gam5 cv5 b5
8 nrat

0.000 0.2132 svt aout
3.810 .2132
5.512 .1935
7.112 .1427
8.128 .0938
8.687 .0446
8.839 .0218
8.890 .0218
l.OOe-04 l.OOe-05 tinc htop
l.OOe-05 l.OOe-08 eps srec
22 0 mf kwrite
60.0 tmax

repl integrate once
chaml compute p3
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muzzle vel (m/sec) 776.0

max v pis (m/sec) 23.4

max p1 (mpa) 322.5

max p3 (mpa) 214.6

Tax p5 (mpa) 350.1

max p1 (mpa) 201.7

max pr (mpa) 196.6

max acc (k-g) 19.8

max mass error 0.02

max energy error 0.08

ballistic efficiency = 15.27 %

expansion ratio - 3.41

loss to tube walls - 8.93 %

run time - 12.7 nstep - 3844
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GLOSSARY

A1  Area of the liquid reservoir, cm. 2

A3  Area of the chamber, cm. 2

A4  Area of the gun tube, cm. 2

A, Area of the control rod at the transducer block, cm. 2

Ag Area of the grease dyke around the outer piston, cm. 2

Ah  Area of the central hole in the outer piston, cm. 2

Ah Area of th central hole in the block assembly, cm. 2

Am. Maximum cross sectional area of the control rod, cm. 2

A.r Area of the control rod at the reservoir vent, cm. 2

A, 5  Area of the control rod (damper end), cm.2

A, Area of the reservoir injection vent, cm. 2

A,5  Area of the damper injection vent, cm. 2

A,3 Area of the control rod the damper pressure acts on, cm. 2

b Covolume, cm3/g.

cl Speed of sound in the liquid in the reservoir, cm/s.

c3  Speed of sound in the mixture in the chamber, cm/s.

c4  Speed of sound in the mixture in the gun tube, cm/s.

c5  Speed of sound in the damper fluid, cm/s.

CD Discharge coefficient for the mass flux from the reservoir.

CD' Discharge coefficient for the mass flux into the gun tube.

el Chemical energy of the liquid, j/g.

g, Conversion constant = 07 g/MPa-cm-s. 2

hLl Liquid enthalpy in the reservoir, j/g.

h4 3  Gas enthalpy in the chamber, j/g.

hG Gas enthalpy in the gun tube, j/g.

M 13  Mass flux from the reservoir into the chamber, g/s.

m: Mass flux from the chamber into the gun tube, g/s.

M 4  Total mass in the gun tube, g.

rap3  Mass flux of the primer into the chamber, g/s.

n5  Mass flux out of the damper, g/s.

M;. Mass of the outer piston, g.

MPJ Mass of the projectile, g.

Md Mass of the control rod, g.

Pi Pressure in the liquid reservoir, MPa.
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p3 Pressure in !tc combustion chamber. MPa.
P5 Pressure in the damper, MPa.

PP, Piston resistancc pressure, MPa,

p,1  Pressure at the base of the projectile, MPa.

PC Pressure at the gun tube entrance, MPa.

ppj Projectile resistance pressure, MPa.

Q, Heat loss to the gun tube walls. j/cm3-s.

Spa Outer piston travel, cm.

sod Control rod travel, cm.

s,1% Difference in piston travels, cm.

t Time, s.

VI  Volume of the liquid reservoir, cm. 3

V3  Volume of the combustion chamber, cm. 3

V4  Volume of the gun tube behind the projectile, cm. 3

VS  Volume of the damper, cm.3

vP Outer piston velocity, cm/s

vPJ Velocity of the projectile, cm/s.

V,d Control rod velocity, cm/s.

v,, Difference in piston velocities, cm/s.

Vm, Rate of change of the reservoir volume due to the relative motion of the pistons, cm3/s.

vt  Fluid velocity at the gun tube entrance, cm/s.

7 Ratio of specific heats.

PI Liquid density in the reservoir, g/cm.3

P3  Mixture density in the chamber, g/cm.3

p4  Mixture density in the gun tube, g/cm.3

PS Density of ,he damper fluid, g/cm?
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